For our brand new Digital Hub in Munich we are looking for you: an energetic, enthusiastic working student, from January 2019.

Energetic, enthusiastic working student

Oerlikon innovations are the foundation of industrial solutions to some of the 21st century’s greatest challenges: from saving lives to saving the planet. Yes, we’re that ambitious. Now imagine the caliber of performance we’re pursuing with our digital transformation roadmap.

To achieve maximum impact, we’re establishing a Digital Hub in Munich. And we’re recruiting exceptional people to join the founding team. Professionals who thrive in a start-up environment but appreciate access to executives in an established organization. Supercharged performers with original ideas and a clear vision of the future.

As a member of our team, you’ll make your mark on rapidly evolving technologies such as materials science and additive manufacturing. On sectors as diverse as aviation, automotive, medicine, energy, and manufacturing. And on a visionary company that wants to integrate your vision into its future.

Your tasks include:

- Anything you bring to the game that will excite us and make the Digital Hub a success
- Support projects to build and run the Digital Hub
- Manage relationships into and with the digital community in the Munich region
- Do research and make analysis
- Create presentations and collateral
- Support and manage events

You work independently and digital is your second nature. English is a must and German a strong plus. You are in the midst of your university studies. Send your application right now to: career.digihub@oerlikon.com

oerlikon.com/digitalhub